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Abstract—Online social network (OSN) is an ideal venue to
enhance one’s visibility.This paper considers how a user (called
requester) in an OSN selects a small number of users and invites
them as new friends/followers so as to maximize her “social
visibility”. More importantly, the requester has to do this under the
anonymity setting, which means she is not allowed to know the
neighborhood information of other users in the OSN. In this
paper, we first develop a mathematical model to quantify the social
visibility and formulate the problem of visibility maximization with
anonymity guarantee, abbreviated as “VisMAX-A”. We prove that
the VisMAX-A problem is NP-hard even with an “perfect query
oracle” which knows users’ neighborhood information. Then we
design an algorithmic framework named as “AdaExp,” which
adaptively expands the requester’s visible set in multiple rounds. In
each round of the expansion, the algorithmic framework uses a
query oracle with anonymity guarantee to select one user to
increase the requester’s visibility. We prove the theoretical
guarantees of our algorithmic framework, which quantify how the
query oracle may influence the solution guarantee. By using
probabilistic data structures like the k-minimum values (KMV)
sketch and online learning methods like multi-armed bandit
(MAB), we design an efficient query oracle with anonymity
guarantees to estimate the best candidate to increase requester’s
visibility. We also conduct experiments on real-world social
networks and validate the effectiveness of our algorithms. Lastly,
we demonstrate applications of our algorithm on real-world data
and show that one can increase her social visibility significantly by
only adding a few (e.g., one or two) friends/followers in the OSNs.

Index Terms—Approximation algorithms, KMV sketch, multi-
armed bandit, social network, social visibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONLINE social network (OSN) is a popular venue for one

to share information and gain attention. For example, in

social networking sites like Facebook, users share their opin-

ions, status and likes/dislikes to their friends via the friendship

network. In video sharing sites like YouTube, users share their

videos to their subscribers via the subscriber network. In photo

sharing sites like Instagram, users share photos to their fol-

lowers via the follower network. In product review sites like

Epinions, users share their opinions on products to others via

the trust network.

In an OSN, users with more direct attention (e.g., friends,

subscribers, followers, etc.), can make their contents (e.g.,

opinions, videos, photos, etc.) visible to more users in the net-

work, and this may bring higher commercial benefit to these

users. For example, consider the OSN in YouTube, generally

a user having more subscribers can get a larger amount of

views on the video she published. Note that the viewers not

only can be the subscribers, but can also be those who have

not subscribed but come across the video via other means,

e.g., being recommended by subscribers of the video pub-

lisher. Moreover, more views may lead to more advertising

exposures, which means a larger reward from YouTube. Infor-

mally, we say that the users who can attract more attention are

more socially visible, in other words, they have a larger social

visibility.

One way to increase a user’s social visibility is to get more

direct attention, for instance, attracting new friends, new sub-

scribers, new followers, etc. For example, Dou+1 is an official

service provided by TicTok, where content creators (reques-

ters) who want to increase visibility can pay to gain more fol-

lowers. The requester can make an order to specify how many

new followers she wants to grow (lager amount causes higher

payment), and then the system will assign available users to

the requester. Besides, there are also many non-official plat-

forms provide similar services of helping requesters to boost

their visibility. The motivation behind such needs is that, if

the requester gets more followers, then her content can be visi-

ble to more users which in turn can bring her more commercial

benefit. Motivated by services like Dou+ mentioned above,

instead of considering natural connection establishment (e.g,

one is interested in user r and follows r spontaneously), we

consider the connections established by request and payment.

We aim to design algorithms for such services to select avail-

able users judiciously.Note that not all the users in an OSN
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are willing to establish connections with others. For example,

it is not always easy to make friends with someone in the

Facebook OSN, and it is also difficult to ask someone to a sub-

scriber in the YouTube OSN. Moreover, the establishment of a

new connection comes with a certain cost on money, time or

effort. Thus, there is a constraint on the scope of users a

requester can select from and the number of users a requester

can build new connections with. This implies that the

requester needs to judiciously select the targets to establish

new connections, so as to maximize the effect of visibility

boosting. More interestingly, there are some networks in

which users are not allowed to know the neighborhood infor-

mation of any other users, and this creates a hurdle to measure

the potential of other users to improve the requester’s visibil-

ity. To illustrate, consider the following examples:

Example 1: Consider a simple social network with directed

edge as illustrated in Fig. 1. We say user v is an incoming

neighbor of user u if there is a directed edge from v to u, rep-
resenting u gets a direct attention from v (e.g., v follows or

subscribes u). For simplicity, a user is only socially visible to

1-hop and 2-hop incoming neighbors in this example. For

example, in Fig. 1, user 1 is socially visible to users in the set

f2; 3; 4; 5; 9g, which we call the “visible set” of user 1. Sup-

pose only a subset of users are willing to establish new con-

nection as requested, named as “available users”. Let them be

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g. Then, suppose user 1 is the

requester, who has a quota of adding only one new incoming

neighbor to increase her social visibility, i.e., increase the car-

dinality of her social visible set. After trying all available

users, i.e., f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g, one can find that by adding user

8 as a new incoming neighbor, the requester can maximize the

increase of her social visible set, that is 5 (f8; 10; 11; 12; 13g).
Example 1 illustrates that a requester can significantly

increase her social visibility by simply adding just one new

incoming neighbor.

In practice, a requester may have a quota of adding several

new incoming neighbors, and the OSNs we consider in real life

are usually very large in size, i.e., billions of nodes with trillions

of edges. This implies a computational challenge of determin-

ing the optimal set of new incoming neighbors. We use the fol-

lowing example to illustrate the computational complexity.

Example 2: We consider the same setting as Example 1,

but we change the quota of adding new incoming neighbors

from 1 to 2. That is, the requester, i.e., user 1, aims to add two

new incoming neighbors to maximize the cardinality of her

social visible set. To achieve this, one can enumerate all the

two-user pairs in the available user set f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g so as

to find out the “optimal pair”. In this case, the computational

complexity is 6
2

� �
. However, the number of available users in a

real-world OSN can be billions, and a user may have a quota

of adding new incoming neighbors, so the number of tests is
#availableusers

#quotas

� �
. This makes it computationally expensive to

find the optimal new incoming neighbor set.

What makes the problem more challenging and interesting

is that, due to privacy constraints, the OSN network topology

may not be available to the requester, and other users may not

even want to disclose the information of members in their visi-

ble sets. To illustrate such anonymity setting, consider the fol-

lowing example.

Example 3: Consider the same setting as Example 2 of add-

ing two new incoming neighbors to the requester, i.e., user 1.

The anonymity setting is that: (1) Each user only knows her

own social visible set, and she does not know the remaining

part of the OSN; (2) The requester is not allowed to know the

membership of any other user’s social visible set. The objec-

tive of the requester is to select the optimal new incoming

neighbor set and satisfy this anonymity requirement.

Examples 1–3 illustrate the problem of increasing a reques-

ter’s social visibility by adding new incoming neighbors, and

the underlying computational challenge and anonymity guar-

antee challenge in selecting the optimal set of new incoming

neighbors which maximize the requester’s social visibility.

Note that in the above examples, we consider a very simple

model of social visibility, i.e., 1-hop and 2-hop incoming

neighbors. In practice, the social visibility is more compli-

cated due to the psychological behavior and the heterogeneity

of users, making the social visibility maximization problem

very challenging.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied

how to maximize one’s visibility, especially with the query

anonymity requirement. Note that the influence propagation

model [1] is different from the social visibility model consid-

ered in this paper. More specifically, a user who is in the social

visible set of a requester does not mean she is influenced by

the requester, and a user is influenced by a requester does not

mean that she is in the social visible set of a user. In addition,

the approach of solving the influence maximization problem

can not be directly applied in our problem, especially when

we have to consider the anonymity guarantee. Thus, this is a

new research problem in OSNs.

Note that the social visibility problem is relevant in the real-

world and our solution can be used to provide customized visi-

bility boosting service for OSN users. Specifically, it helps

requesters who want to increase their visibility to target the

most profitable candidates, and avoid wasting time or money

on those who can only bring a marginal increase on their social

visibility. Thus, our solution can be applied to many fields,

such as self-marketing, advertising service and so on. Moti-

vated by this, we aim to answer the following questions: (1)

How to formulate a mathematical model to quantify social visi-

bility? (2) How to develop computationally efficient algorithms

Fig. 1. An example of OSN with thirteen nodes and directed edges.
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to maximize social visibility of a requester? (3) How to provide

anonymity guarantee for our social visibility maximization

algorithm?We answer these questions. Our contributions are:

� We propose a mathematical model to quantify the social

visibility. We formulate the problem of visibility maxi-

mization which only based on users’ local information

and at the same time, provide anonymity guarantee

(VisMAX-A).

� We design an algorithmic framework (AdaExp), which

adaptively expands the requester’s visible set in multi-

ple rounds. In each round of expansion, a query oracle

returns an estimation of the “best” new incoming neigh-

bor with a guaranteed accuracy, and at the same time, it

also provides the anonymity guarantee. Our algorithmic

framework sequentially selects the estimated “best”

new incoming neighbor to build connection until the

quota is used up. We prove theoretical guarantees of

our algorithmic framework, which quantify how the

query oracle influences the solution guarantee. These

insights guide us to design the query oracle.

� We design a query oracle by a novel combination of the

KMV sketch technique [2] and the multi-armed bandit

(MAB) strategy [3]. Relying on the KMV sketch and

the one-way hash function, we generate samples on the

increase of visible set. Then we design a refined multi-

armed bandit (MAB) strategy to estimate the “best”

new incoming neighbor from these samples while opti-

mizing estimation accuracy with a given budget on

sampling. We also prove that our query oracle satisfies

the desired accuracy properties.

� We conduct experiments on real-world social network

datasets, and the results validate the effectiveness of our

framework. We demonstrate applications of our algo-

rithm on real-world data and demonstrate that one can

increase her social visibility significantly by only adding

a few (e.g., one or two) friends/followers in the OSNs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

models the social visibility and formulates the visibility maxi-

mization problem with anonymity guarantee (VisMAX-A). In

Section III, we present an algorithmic framework to solve the

problem based on a query oracle. In Section IV, we design an

algorithm to implement the query oracle. We present experi-

mental validation in Section V and study two real-world appli-

cations in Section VI. Finally, we present related work in

Section VII and conclude in Section VIII.

II. MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first develop a mathematical model to

quantify the social visibility. Then we formulate the problem

of visibility maximization with anonymity guarantee.

A. The Online Social Network Model

Consider an OSN which is characterized by a weighted

directed graph G , ðU;WÞ, where U , f1; . . . ; Ug denotes a

finite set of U 2 Nþ users and W , ½wv!u : v; u 2 U� 2 RU�U
þ

represents a summarization of the weights of edges. We use

wv!u ¼ 0 to model that there is no directed edge from v to u.
The graph G does not contain self-loop edges, i.e., wu!u ¼
0;8u 2 U. The weight wv!u quantifies the influence strength

of user u over user v. For example, in a Twitter-like OSN, a

directed edge from v to u can be interpreted as v follows u,
and the weight wv!u corresponds to the frequency that v
replies to, or likes or retweets the tweet posted by u. Fig. 2
shows a graph model for a Twitter-like OSN. One can see that

user 1 is followed by users 2,3,5 and the weights w5!1 ¼
19; w2!1 ¼ 3; w3!1 ¼ 1 indicate that user 5 pays more atten-

tion to the updates of user 1 than users 2 and 3 do. Facebook-

like OSNs correspond to a special case of the graph G with a

symmetric weight matrix W, i.e., wu!v ¼ wv!u for all v; u 2
U. Furthermore, each edge indicates a friendship between two

users and the associated weight can be interpreted as the fre-

quency that two users interact with each other.

B. The Social Visibility Model

We say a user v is an incoming neighbor of user u, if there is
a directed edge from v to u. The incoming neighbor set of user

u (denoted by NðuÞ) is the set of all the incoming neighbors

of user u defined asNðuÞ , fvjwv!u > 0; v 2 Ug:
For example, in Fig. 2, the incoming neighbor set of user 1

is Nð1Þ ¼ f2; 3; 5g.
We say a requester is a user in the OSN who aims to increase

her visibility by requesting others to be her new incoming

neighbors. Available users are users in the OSNwho are willing

to be a new incoming neighbor of the requester if selected and

requested. We say available users are available to requesters.

Definition 1 (visibility distance): Visibility distance (denoted

by dv!u) is a measure to quantify the degree of difficulty

in which a user influences her incoming neighbors, which is

defined as:

dv!u ¼ 1; if v =2 NðuÞ;
Dðwv!uÞ; otherwise;

�

where D : Rþ ! Rþ denotes a distance mapping function,

from influence strength (i.e., weight of edge) to visibility

distance.

One interpretation of the visibility distance dv!u is the cost

that user u must pay to get her contents spread to her incoming

neighbor v. Another interpretation can be the time delay when

spreading a content which values highly on timeliness. A larger

Fig. 2. An illustrating example of our OSN model with nine nodes.
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dv!u implies a larger cost or delay. One possible form ofD, for

example, can be

Dðwv!uÞ ¼ 1

1þ wv!u
; v 2 NðuÞ: (1)

Applying (1) to Fig. 2, the visibility distance from user 2 to

user 1 can be calculated as 1=ð1þ 3Þ ¼ 0:25. Furthermore,

Fig. 3(a) shows the visibility distances of user pairs in Fig. 2,

where each real number associated with the dashed edge from

v to u represents the visibility distance dv!u calculated by

1=ð1þ wv!uÞ. The following assumption states a family of

visibility distance functionsDð�Þ that we can have.
Assumption 1: The visibility distance Dðwv!uÞ decreases

in influence strength wv!u, where v 2 NðuÞ.
Assumption 1 captures that user u has a smaller visibility

distance Dðwv!uÞ for the incoming neighbor v, if her influ-
ence wv!u to the incoming neighbor gets stronger, which also

means she is more likely to be visible to v. For example, (1)

satisfies Assumption 1.

Define a directed path in graph G as~p , ðx0 ! x1 ! � � � !
xnÞ: Let Eð~pÞ denote the set of all directed edges on path ~p,
i.e., Eð~pÞ ¼ fðx0; x1Þ; ðx1; x2Þ; . . .; ðxn�1; xnÞg: We define

the visibility distance length Lð~pÞ of the path ~p to be the

sum of the visibility distances of all the edges on path ~p, for-
mally, Lð~pÞ ,

P
ðv;uÞ2Eð~pÞ dv!u: For example, consider a path

~p ¼ ð7! 2! 1Þ in Fig. 3(a). Its visibility distance length can
be calculated as

Lð~pÞ ¼ d7!2 þ d2!1 ¼ 1

1þ w7!2
þ 1

1þ w2!1
¼ 0:75:

Let Pv!u denote the set of all directed paths (without circles)

from user v to user u. Base on Pv!u, we define the concept of

t-visible, t-visible set and t-visibility, where t 2 Rþ denotes

a positive real number.

Definition 2 (visible threshold, t-visible set, t-visibility):

Define t as the visible threshold, where t 2 Rþ. A user u is

t-visible to user v, if v satisfies

min~p2Pv!uLð~pÞ � t:

The t-visible set of user u is the set of all users to whom user u
is t-visible, denoted as

Vðu; tÞ , v
���v 2 U;min~p2Pv!uLð~pÞ � t

n o
:

Lastly, the t-visibility of user u is the cardinality of user u’s
t-visible set.

Namely, a user u is t-visible to user v, if there exists at least
one directed path from v touwith the summation of the visibility

distance of all edges along the path being less than or equal to t.

For example, Fig. 3(a) shows that user 1 is 0.6-visible to user 2,

while user 1 is not 0.6-visible to user 6.Moreover, the 0.6-visible

set of user 1 is f2; 3; 4; 5g, i.e., Vð1; 0:6Þ ¼ f2; 3; 4; 5g and thus
her 0.6-visibility is 4.

Remark. (1) The notion of visibility defined in Definition 2

is motivated by the recency property of contents, i.e., users are

interested in timely contents, in real-world social networks

such as TicTok. Each link causes certain delay in spreading a

content. The summation of the distance across links can be

interpreted as the total amount of delay and the threshold t

can be interpreted as the amount of time that the content

becomes out-of-date and no longer attractive to users. (2)

Note that neither the independent cascade model nor the linear

threshold model can capture the recency property of contents.

In the linear threshold model, each user is associated with a

threshold, quantifying how difficult the user can be convinced

by her neighbors. In our model, the threshold t captures the

recency property of contents, i.e., the amount of time that the

content becomes out-of-date.

C. The Visibility Maximization Problem

Consider one requester denoted by r 2 U . To increase the

visibility of r, one can add some new incoming neighbors

(new followers, new subscribers, etc.) to r. Formally, we

assume that the requester r is given a quota of addingm 2 Nþ
new incoming neighbors to increase her visibility and each

one of these m incoming edges to r has a default weight �w 2
Rþ representing the default influence strength of a new added

link. Let U0 � U denote the set of available users who are will-

ing to be a new incoming neighbor of requester r. LetM� U0
denote a set of users with cardinality jMj � m and no user in

Fig. 3. The change of 0.6-visible set after adding new edge with weight
w8!1 ¼ 3 and visibility distance d1!8 ¼ 0:25: user 8 and user 9 are newly
included into the 0.6-visible set of user 1.
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M is an incoming neighbor of the requester r, i.e., M\
NðrÞ ¼ ;. Let DuuðMÞ denote the visibility improvement,

i.e., the increase of the requester r’s t-visibility after add-

ing directed edges with default weight �w 2 Rþ from users

in M to r, where uu, for the purpose of simplifying presen-

tation, is defined as a vector of given model parameters

(the requester, default weight and visible threshold), i.e.,

uu , ½r; �w; t�.
Now we illustrate the change of visible set after adding a

new incoming neighbor with Fig. 3. WhenM¼ f8g, �w ¼ 3,
there is a new directed edge from user 8 to the requester, i.e.,

user 1, with weight w8!1 ¼ �w ¼ 3. It can be interpreted

as user 8 starts to follow user 1. The visibility distance of

the added edge can be calculated as d8!1 ¼ Dðw8!1Þ ¼
1=ð1þ w8!1Þ ¼ 0:25. One can find that the expansion of user

1’s 0.6-visible set is f8; 9g and the improvement of her 0.6-

visibility is DuuðMÞ ¼ jf8; 9gj ¼ 2.
The objective is to judiciously select the setM� U0 so as

to maximize the improvement in the requester’s t-visibility

under her local information (will be defined in Definition 3)

while preserving query anonymity (will be defined in Defini-

tion 4). Note that the requester does not know the graph G, but
instead, she only has her local information, which is defined

as follows.

Definition 3 (local information): The local information to a

user u is defined as:

1) the identities and the visibility distance lengths of mem-

bers in user u’s t-visible set;
2) the edges started from or ended at u;
3) upon establishing a link with a new incoming neighbor,

the updated identities and visibility distance lengths of

members in user u’s new t-visible set.

For example, in a social network like Facebook or Twitter,

each user knows her local information, if the visible set is

defined as the set of all the 1-hop neighbors. For more general

cases of visible set such as multiple hop neighbors, a user can

use the APIs provided by the OSN to do some simple local

search to get the local information. In practice, due to privacy

concerns, a user may not want to disclose the information

(e.g., IDs, names, etc.) about members in her t-visible set. For

example, one may hide the viewers of their blogs. To this end,

we define the notion of query anonymity.

Definition 4 (query anonymity): Query anonymity is sat-

isfied when queries about members of any user’s t-visible set

at any visible threshold t is not allowed. An anonymity pre-

serving query is a query that satisfies the query anonymity

requirement.

With the notions of local information and query anonymity

defined above.

Problem 1 (visibility maximization (VisMAX-A)): Suppose

each user only has her local information defined in Defini-

tion 3. Given the graph G, the requester r, the set U0 of avail-
able users, the visible threshold t, the default weight of the

new edge �w, and the new incoming neighbor quota m, the

objective is to select a set of usersM as new incoming neigh-

bors of r so to maximize the increase of visibility of r with

query anonymity guarantees:

maximize
M

DuuðMÞ
s:t: jMj � m;M\NðrÞ ¼ ;;M� U;0

Query anonymity is preserved;

where uu ¼ ½r; �w; t� is a vector of given model parameters.

Remark: (1) There are two challenges in solving Problem 1.

The first one is the computational challenge caused by the com-

binatorial structure of the problem. The second one is the query

anonymity guarantee, which makes it difficult to evaluate the

visibility improvement of adding one or several new available

users as new incoming neighbors. (2) A closely related problem

is the Influence Maximization (IM) problem. Even without the

query anonymity requirement, conventional algorithms for the

IM problem can not be directly applied to our problem due to

the following reasons. First, the the social visibility model is the

foundation of our work and it is different from diffusion models

such as linear threshold model and independent cascade model,

which are the foundation of the IM Problem. In particular, in

these diffusion models, the influence is propagated in a recur-

sive manner, while the social visibility is determined by the visi-

bility distance. Second, our objective function is different from

that of the IM problem. The objective function of the IM prob-

lem is the number of influenced nodes and it is #P-hard to com-

pute the objective function for each given seed set under both

linear threshold model and independent cascade model. How-

ever, the objective function in our problem is the improvement

of visibility, which can be efficiently computed by a series of

set operations. (3) Our model can be straightforwardly extended

to capture important real-world factors such as preferences and

dynamics of OSN. First, the available users form a subset of the

user population. For different requesters, one can use different

available user sets to capture preference, i.e., users can have

varying preferences for different requesters, where the avail-

ability of a user models the preference to a requester. Second,

when the OSN is evolving dynamically, each requester is served

under a snapshot of the OSN. Our model can be directly applied

to handle this snapshot of the OSN.

Idea of our approach. Our key idea is to trade the accuracy

of evaluating the visibility improvement (by adding one or

several new available users as new incoming neighbors) for

anonymity. Thus, we will first address the computational chal-

lenge of Problem 1, assuming that an anonymity preserving

query oracle (characterized by visibility improvement evaluat-

ing accuracy) is given. We quantify impact of the visibility

improvement evaluating accuracy on the solution quality of

Problem 1. This give us insights to design algorithms to imple-

ment the anonymity preserving query oracle attaining a good

balance between visibility improvement evaluating accuracy

and solution quality of Problem 1.

III. ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK

In this section, we design an algorithmic framework to solve

Problem 1, assuming that an anonymity preserving query oracle

(characterized by visibility improvement evaluating accuracy)

is given. We also quantify impact of the visibility improvement

evaluating accuracy on the solution quality of Problem 1. These
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insights will guide us to design algorithms to implement the ano-

nymity preserving query oracle in Section IV.

A. Design of the Algorithmic Framework

NP-hardness Analysis. We first define a “perfect query

oracle,” which will be useful for us to study the fundamental

computational challenge of Problem 1.

Definition 5 (Perfect query oracle): A perfect query oracle

can return the exact value of DuuðMÞ for each query of M
with query anonymity guarantee.

Suppose that a perfect query oracle is given, the following

theorem states the fundamental computational challenge of

the VisMAX-A problem.

Theorem 1: Suppose that a perfect query oracle is given.

The VisMAX-A problem, i.e., Problem 1, is NP-hard.

Remark: All technical proofs are presented in our supple-

mentary file. Theorem 1 states that even when a perfect query

oracle is given, it is computationally expensive to find the

exact optimal solution for Problem 1. Problem 1 becomes

more challenging when such a perfect query oracle is not

given. Furthermore, designing such a perfect query oracle can

usually be very difficult. Hence, we next design an algorithm

to solve Problem 1 without assuming such a perfect query

oracle.

The AdaExp Algorithmic Framework. To simplify the pre-

sentation, we define candidate and candidate set. Given a set

of users S who have been newly added as incoming neighbors

of the requester r, a user x is a candidate if he is (1) an avail-

able user (i.e., x 2 U0), (2) not in the latest incoming neighbor

set of r (i.e., x =2 NðrÞ [ S) and, (3) not trivial (i.e., x 6¼ r).
Thus we define the set of all the potential new incoming neigh-

bors as candidate set, denoted as

PðSÞ , U0 n ðfrg [ N ðrÞ [ SÞ:
To facilitate the design of the AdaExp algorithmic framework,

in the following, we define, analyze and characterize the mar-

ginal gain of adding a new incoming neighbor.

Definition 6 (marginal gain): Given a set S of users who

have been newly added as incoming neighbors of the requester

r. The marginal gain of adding a candidate x 2 PðSÞ is defined
as dðx;SÞ , DuuðS [ fxgÞ � DuuðSÞ:

The following lemma states a closed-form formula for the

objective function DuuðMÞ.
Lemma 1: The objective function DuuðMÞ can be derived as

DuuðMÞ ¼ j [v2M Vðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ n Vðr; tÞj;

where jMj � m,M\NðrÞ ¼ ; andM� U0.
Remark: Lemma 1 states that the objective function can be

evaluated from the users’ local information. Based on

Lemma 1, we derive dðx;SÞ in the following lemma.

Lemma 2: Given a set S of users who have been newly

added as incoming neighbors of the requester r. The marginal

gain of adding a candidate x 2 PðSÞ can be derived as

dðx;SÞ¼ Vðx; t �Dð �wÞÞ n Vðr; tÞ½ �n[v2SVðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ½ �j j:

Remark: From Lemma 2, we can observe that the marginal

gain of adding a candidate x can be computed from the users’

local information defined in Definition 3. Based on the defini-

tion of marginal gain, we define the best candidate. Given a

set S of users who have been added, we define the best candi-

date for current S as v	ðSÞ 2 argmaxx2PðSÞdðx;SÞ: We

denote the marginal gain associated with the best candidate

v	ðSÞ by d	ðSÞ , maxx2PðSÞdðx;SÞ: We define an oracle to

query about the best candidate.

Definition 7 (query oracle): A query oracle denoted by

QueryOracleð�;SÞ is a function which outputs a random-

ized estimation of the best candidate which satisfies E½d	ðSÞ �
dðv̂	;SÞ� � �; where v̂	 ¼ QueryOracleð�;SÞ denotes the out-
put of the oracle.

We defer the detail of designing the query oracle to

Section IV. In this section, we mainly focus on how to use the

query oracle to design an algorithm to address the VisMAX-A

problem. We also analyze how the performance of query ora-

cle will influence the theoretical guarantee.

Algorithm 1 outlines our framework. The key idea is doing

adaptive expansion on visible set, i.e., sequentially selecting

and connecting withm users. In each round, only one candidate

is added as a new incoming neighbor, and this candidate is

directly decided by query oracle QueryOracleð�;SÞ. Com-

bined with Definition 7, we know that this candidate is the best

candidate estimated by the query oracle QueryOracleð�;SÞ.
The computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is m times the

complexity of the query oracleQueryOracleð�;SÞ.

B. Theoretical Guarantee

The “performance gap” of Algorithm 1 (AdaExp) arises from

two parts. One is from the adaptive expansion and the other one

is from the randomness caused by the query oracle. The follow-

ing theorem presents the theoretical guarantee for Algorithm 1

(AdaExp).

Theorem 2: LetMAdaExp denote the output of the Algorithm 1.

Then we have

E DuuðMAdaExpÞ½ � 
 1� 1=eð ÞDuuðM	Þ �m�;

where M	 denotes the optimal solution of VisMAX-A via

exhaustive search.

Remark: Theorem 2 states that the approximation ratio

decreases as the bound of expected error � of the query oracle

increases. Our solution can achieve a high theoretical guarantee

Algorithm 1: Adaptive Expansion for VisMAX-A (AdaExp).

1: Input: the requester r, new incoming neighbor quotam
2: Output: new incoming neighbor setMAdaExp

3: S  ;
4: while jSj < m do

5: v̂	  QueryOracleð�;SÞ
6: S  S [ fv̂	g
7: NðrÞ  NðrÞ [ fv̂	g
8: end while

9: returnMAdaExp  S
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when � is small. To analyze the “performance gap” caused by the

adaptive selection, we prove the monotonicity and submodular-

ity of the objective function DuuðMÞ in our supplementary file.

We next design a framework to implement the query oracle.

IV. QUERY ORACLE DESIGN

In this section, we design an algorithm to implement the

query oracle satisfying conditions in Definition 7. It is a novel

combination of KMV sketch [2] and MAB online learning

method (best arm identification version) [3]. We also show

that the anonymity guarantee is achieved at a very small extra

computational cost and a small reduction on the solution

quality.

A. Key Idea of Query Oracle Design

The key idea is to design a framework to estimate the best can-

didate v	ðSÞ with query anonymity guarantee and error bound

guarantee, so that we can implement the query oracle and make

the AdaExp algorithm applicable to the VisMAX-A problem.

Fig. 4 outlines the framework of generating one sample of mar-

ginal gain dðx;SÞ of adding user x as a new incoming neighbor

of requester r. The logic of the estimation framework is as

follows:

1) We consider a trusted server, who uses a probabilistic

data structure like KMV sketch to generate anonymity

preserving queries about users’ visible sets. At each

round, the trusted server uses these query outcomes to

produce one unbiased sample d̂ðx;SÞ on the marginal

gain dðx;SÞ. We also use queries to produce unbiased

samples on the marginal gain function dð�;SÞ of other
candidates in PðSÞ. The procedure of generating one

sample is illustrated by the dashed rectangle (1) in Fig. 4.

2) To speed up the search process by reducing the rounds

of samplings for estimating the best candidate v	ðSÞ,
we design an online learning strategy to sequentially

determine which user to conduct marginal gain sam-

pling. This is denoted by the dashed rectangle (2) in

Fig. 4.

In the following subsections, we proceed to introduce the
details of each component.

B. Generate One Sample via KMV Sketch

Query one user with anonymity guarantee via KMV

sketch [2]. For simplicity of presentation, let ~V denote the visi-

ble set that the trusted server queries for. For example, ~V ¼
Vðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ when the trusted server queries user v about

her ðt �Dð �wÞÞ-visible set and ~V ¼ Vðr; tÞ when the trusted

server queries the requester r about her t-visible set. The

query outcome generated and returned by the queried user is

denoted byQð~V; k; hÞ, whose details will be made clear later.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the trusted server only needs to send

a one-way hash function h and sketch size k to the queried

users, and each queried user applies Algorithm 2 with h and k
to generate a KMV sketch of ~V (i.e., the query outcome

Qð~V; k; hÞ) and sends it back to the trusted server.
Algorithm 2 outlines how the queried user generates the out-

comeQð~V; k; hÞ with the given parameters and her local infor-

mation to response the trusted server, with the requirement of

query anonymity satisfied. The one-way hash function h is

used to map the ID of each element v 2 ~V (the ID of the user

lies in ½U �, where U ¼ jUj) into a value in [0,1). Note that there
are a number of ways to construct such one-way hash functions.

In this work, we will not go into details on the construction. But

rather we focus on the case that we are given a family of hash

functionsH, such that f½hðxÞ; x 2 U�; h 2 Hg ¼ ½0; 1�U .
Lemma 3: The computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is

Oðlog k � j~VjÞ.
Remark: Lemma 3 states that the computational complexity

of Algorithm 2 is linear to the cardinality of the queried set

and is logarithmic to the sketch size.

Fig. 4. The framework to estimate the best candidate v	ðSÞ with anonymity guarantee.
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The query outcomeQð~V; k; hÞ consists of kminimum hashed

values (that’s why it is named as KMV sketch) and has the fol-

lowing nice properties. First, the query outcomeQð~V; k; hÞ pre-
serves the anonymity of the members in the visible set ~V
because the one-way hash function h is computationally infeasi-

ble to invert. Second, the query outcome Qð~V; k; hÞ can be

applied to estimate the cardinality of the visible set ~V as follows.
Suppose we have selected a one-way hash function h from H,
then as the set cardinality gets larger, the k-th smallest hashed

value becomes smaller. Therefore, the k-th smallest hashed

value carries information of the cardinality of a set. Formally,

we have the following lemma to estimate the cardinality of ~V.
Lemma 4: The query outcome satisfies

Eh�UniformðHÞ
k� 1

maxQð~V; k; hÞ

" #
¼ j~Vj;

wheremaxQð~V; k; hÞ is the maximum value inQð~V; k; hÞ.
Remark: Lemma 4 states that the KMV sketch can be

applied to produce an unbiased estimator on the cardinality.

Unbiased samples of dðx;SÞ via multiple queries. As an exten-
sion of Lemma 4, we obtain the following theorem, which

guides us to use the query outcomes returned by multiple

involved users to generate unbiased samples on the marginal

gain function dðx;SÞ.
Theorem 3 (Restatement from [2]): Suppose the trusted

server has query outcomes (i.e., the KMV sketches) of n users

with visible sets ~Vi; 8i 2 ½n�, denoted by Qð~Vi; k; hÞ, 8i 2 ½n�.
Then we have

Eh�UniformðHÞ
j � ðQð~V1; k; hÞ; . . . ;Qð~Vn; k; hÞÞj

k

k� 1

q

� 	
¼ j � ð~V1; . . . ; ~VnÞj; (2)

where the function �ð�; . . . ; �Þ denotes the result of a sequence
of set operations over its parameters, and q is the k-th smallest

value in the union of queries outcomes [i2½n�Qð~Vi; k; hÞ.
Remark:Theorem 3 states that the KMV sketch can be applied

to produce an unbiased estimator on the cardinality of the

operations (i.e., union, intersection, etc.) of multiple sets. Recall

that Lemma 2 provides a formula for the marginal gain function

dðx;SÞ, which is the cardinality of the set obtained by a number

of set operations over several sets, i.e., Vðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ for 8v 2
fxg [ S and Vðr; tÞ for the requester r. With this observation

and Theorem 3, we design Algorithm 3, which shows how the

trusted server generates an unbiased sample d̂hðx;SÞ of the mar-

ginal gain dðx;SÞ using the query outcomesQð~V; k; hÞ returned
by involved users. Finally, the trusted server sends the sample

d̂hðx;SÞ to the requester r, and the requester r selects a candidate
x for the next round of sampling. Note that the sample d̂hðx;SÞ
preserves the anonymity as it is only a real number.

Lemma 5: The computational complexity of Algorithm 3 is

Oðlog k �m � UÞ.
Remark: Lemma 5 states that the computational complexity

of Algorithm 3 is Oðlog k �m � UÞ in the worst case. The fol-

lowing corollary states the unbiasedness of the sample.

Corollary 1: The sample d̂hðx;SÞ generated by Algorithm 3

is unbiased, i.e, Eh�UniformðHÞ½d̂hðx;SÞ� ¼ dðx;SÞ:
Remark: Corollary 1 implies that one can estimate dðx;SÞ

accurately by generating a sufficiently large number of IID

unbiased samples d̂hðx;SÞ with different hash functions h.
There would not be information leakage for the following rea-

sons. First, the responses to the queries are processed through

hash function which guarantees the IDs of users are encrypted.

Second, only samples d̂hðx;SÞ would be revealed to the users,

which are just real numbers. Third, the responses are submit-

ted to the trusted server for targeting available users and not

accessible from other users.

C. Best Candidate Estimation via MAB

Best candidate estimation algorithm. Given the set S of

users who have been adaptively added as new incoming neigh-

bors of the requester r. We consider a sampling budget T , i.e.,
the number of rounds the requester r can do sampling using

Algorithm 3 to find out the best candidate. In round t 2 ½T �,
the requester r selects a user xt 2 PðSÞ. Then, the trusted

server first selects a hash function ht from H uniformly at ran-

dom, and generates a sample d̂htðxt;SÞ via querying users in

Algorithm 2: Response Query With KMV Sketch.

1: Input: hash function h, sketch size k, visible set ~V.
2: Output: the KMV sketchQð~V; k; hÞ.
3: Notation:maxðKÞ // return the largest value in K
4: K  ;
5: for each v 2 ~V do

6: val ¼ hðvÞ
7: if jKj < k then

8: insert val into K
9: end if

10: if jKj 
 k and val < maxðKÞ then
11: removemaxðKÞ
12: insert val into K
13: end if

14: end for

15: returnQð~V; k; hÞ  K

Algorithm 3:Generate a Sample of the Marginal Gain dðx;SÞ.
1: Input: hash function h, sketch size k, users fx; rg [ S.
2: Output: estimated marginal gain d̂hðx;SÞ.
3: Apply Algorithm 2 to generate the following query outcomes

QðVðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ; k; hÞ; 8v 2 fxg [ S;
QðVðr; tÞ; k; hÞ:

4: K�  j½QðVðx; t �Dð �wÞÞ; k; hÞ n QðVðr; tÞ; k; hÞ�
n [v2S QðVðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ; k; hÞj

5: q  the k-th smallest value in the following set

[v2S[fxgQðVðv; t �Dð �wÞÞ; k; hÞ
 � [ QðVðr; tÞ; k; hÞ:
6: return d̂hðx;SÞ  K�

k
k�1
q
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fxt; rg [ S as illustrated in Algorithm 3 with ht and sends

d̂htðxt;SÞ to r. Based on the results of sampling history, the

requester r then selects the next user xtþ1 from PðSÞ for

ðtþ 1Þ-th round and gets sample d̂htþ1ðxtþ1;SÞ. The objective
is to estimate the best candidate with high accuracy. One chal-

lenge to achieve the above goal is the efficiency and coverage

trade-off. On the one hand, the requester r should use more

rounds to generate samples of users who are very likely to be

the best candidate v	ðSÞ, so as to differentiate it from other

“good” ones with high confidence. On the other hand, r should
generate sufficient samples for every candidate to avoid being

trapped among some sub-optimal candidates.

We design an online learning algorithm to address this chal-

lenge, which is outlined in Algorithm 4. The key idea of Algo-

rithm 4 is that in each round t, we select the user v 2 PðSÞwho
has the maximum value of certain index to do the sampling in

the next round. The index for each candidate v 2 PðSÞ is the
empirical average of the normalized samples for user v plus a

penalty. The penalty decreases in the number of rounds that

user v has been sampled, hence giving certain opportunities to

do sampling on other users who have been rarely sampled.

Finally, after T rounds of samplings, the Algorithm 4 outputs

the user with highest empirical average of the normalized sam-

ples as the estimated best candidate, denoted by v̂	T ðSÞ.

Lemma 6: The computational complexity of Algorithm 4 is

Oðlog k �m � U � T Þ. Taking Algorithm 4 as the query oracle,

Algorithm 1 (AdaExp) has a computational complexity of

Oðlog k �m2 � U � T Þ.
Remark: Lemma 6 states that the computational complexity

of Algorithm 1 (AdaExp) is quadratic in the new incoming

neighbor quota m, logarithmic in sketch size k and linear in

the sampling budget T and network size U in the worst case.

Theoretical guarantees for the estimation algorithm. To

present the theoretical guarantee of Algorithm 4, we define the

following notation to quantify the hardness of estimating the

best candidate

H ,
X

x2PðSÞ
1

D2
x

;

where we define Dx ¼ d	ðSÞ
U � dðx;SÞ

U ; 8x 2 PðSÞ n fv	ðSÞg and
Dv	ðSÞ ¼ minx2PðSÞnfv	ðSÞgDx. The following theorem states

the theoretical guarantee of Algorithm 4.

Theorem 4: If Algorithm 4 is run with parameter

0 < a4
25

36

T � jPðSÞj
H

;

then the output v̂	T ðSÞ of Algorithm 4 satisfies

E½d	ðSÞ � dðv̂	T ;SÞ�42 TU jPðSÞjexp � 2a

25

� 
:

Remark: (1) Theorem 4 states that the expected error, i.e.,

the difference between marginal gain brought by the ground

truth best candidate v	ðSÞ and the estimated best candidate

v̂	T ðSÞ decreases in round T with an exponential rate. Finally,

combining Definition 7 (query oracle) with Theorem 4, we can

observe that, Algorithm 4 is a query oracle with �. Namely,

Algorithm 4 implements a query oracle that satisfies Definition

7. In practice, the exact value ofH is unknown, which makes it

difficult to determine the key parameter a. One way to address

this challenge is via the following upper bound ofH:

H ,
X

x2PðSÞ

1

D2
x

�
X

x2PðSÞ

1

D2
min

�
X

x2PðSÞ

1

ð1=UÞ2 ¼
jPðSÞj
ð1=UÞ2 ¼ jPðSÞjU

2;

where Dmin ¼ minx2PðSÞDx.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct experiments on public datasets

to evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1 (AdaExp). Experi-

mental results show that our algorithm has a high computa-

tional efficiency and high accuracy.

A. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We use four public datasets to conduct experi-

ments. Table I shows overall statistics of these four datasets.

Algorithm 4: QueryOracleð�;SÞ.
1: Input: the set of users who have been added S, the set of

candidates PðSÞ with N ¼ jPðSÞj, the number of rounds T ,
exploration parameter a > 0.

2: Output: the estimated best candidate v̂	T ðSÞ.
3: for each round t ¼ 1; . . . ; N do

4: Select hash function ht fromH uniformly at random

5: Select a user vt 2 PðSÞ n [t�1i¼1fvig
6: Apply Algorithm 3 to generate a sample d̂ht ðvt;SÞ
7: Initialize the sample average: �rNðvtÞ  d̂ht ðvt;SÞ=U
8: end for

9: Initialize the number of queries nx;N  1; 8x 2 PðSÞ
10: for each round t ¼ N þ 1; . . . ; T do

11: Select one candidate to query

x 2 arg max
v2PðSÞ

�rt�1ðvÞ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a

nv;t�1

r

12: Select hash function ht fromH uniformly at random

13: Apply Algorithm 3 to generate a sample d̂ht ðx;SÞ
14: Update the number of queries

nx;t  nx;t�1 þ 1;

nv;t  nv;t�1; 8v 2 PðSÞ n fxg:

15: Update the sample average:

�rtðxÞ  1� 1

nx;t

� 
�rt�1ðxÞ þ d̂htðx;SÞ=U

nx;t
:

�rtðvÞ  �rt�1ðvÞ; 8v 2 PðSÞ n fxg:

16: end for

17: Return: v̂	T ðSÞ 2 argmaxx2PðSÞ�rT ðxÞ
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� Residence [4]: it contains friendship ratings between 217

residents living at a residence hall located on the Australian

National University campus. Nodes correspond to residents

and edges correspond to friendship ties which is directed and

weighted. The weights of edges indicate the strength of friend-

ship, which vary from the strongest to the weakest: 5 (best

friend), 4 (close friend), 3 (friend), 2, 1.

� Blogs [4]: it contains front-page hyperlinks between blogs
in the context of 2004 US election. Nodes correspond to blogs

and edges correspond to hyperlinks between blogs.

� Facebook [5]: it is a page-page network of verified Face-

book sites where nodes correspond to official Facebook pages

and edges to mutual likes between sites.

� DBLP [6]: it is a co-author network extracted from the

DBLP Bibliography where nodes correspond scholars who

have published papers in major conferences and edges to co-

author relationships between two scholars. The weights of

edges indicate the number of cooperations between two schol-

ars. � GitHub [5]: it is a social network where nodes corre-

spond to developers who have starred at least 10 repositories

and edges to mutual follower relationships. � Epinions [4]: it
is a “trust” network from Epinions.com, a consumer review

site where users can post reviews for products. Nodes corre-

spond to users and edges correspond to the trust relationship

between users. For example, a directed edge from user a to b
represents a trusting b.

One may observe that these datasets summarized in Table I

are not in a large scale. One reason for selecting them is that

some comparison baselines (will be introduced later) such as

the brute-force algorithm are time consuming on large data-

sets, due to high computational complexity.

Parameter setting. Note that the raw datasets in Table I do

not contain any information on visibility distance function,

visible threshold t, and the default visibility distance Dð �wÞ of
a new added link. We choose values of parameters t and

Dð �wÞ is as follows. For unweighted datasets, we assign value

1 to weights and visibility distances of all the edges, as well as

the default weight �w and its corresponding default visibility

distance Dð �wÞ of a new added link. We set the visible thresh-

old as a value which results in a reasonable size of visible set

for most users in the network. For unweighted datasets, we set

the visible threshold of datasets from Facebook, GitHub and

Epinions as t ¼ 2 and set the visible threshold of dataset

Blogs as t ¼ 3. For weighted datasets, we select some typical

forms of visibility distance function as follows. For dataset

Residence, as the weight of edges lie in a small range, i.e.,

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g, we consider a linear visibility distance function

DðwÞ ¼ 1� 0:2ðw� 1Þ, where DðwÞ varies in the range of

Dð5Þ ¼ 0:2 to Dð1Þ ¼ 1. We set the weight of newly added

links as �w satisfying Dð �wÞ ¼ 0:6 which can be a suitable visi-

bility distance for new established connection. We then set the

visible threshold for dataset Residence as t ¼ 0:9, which

results in a reasonable size of visible set for most users. For

dataset DBLP, we find that the weight of edges has a high var-

iance, i.e., typically between 1 to 60 and some even larger, so

we consider the nonlinear visibility distance function DðwÞ ¼
1=ð1þ wÞ. With this visibility distance function, we set the

weight of newly added links as �w satisfying Dð �wÞ ¼ 0:3 and

set the visible threshold for the DBLP dateset as t ¼ 0:7. We

select a typical requester r as follows. We first use above

parameters to compute the t-visible set of each node and then

select a requester r with a median size visible set in the data-

set. Unless we vary them explicitly, we consider the following

default parameters: the sample budget T ¼ 4 U (U is the num-

ber of the nodes in the network), and the default size of the

KMV sketch k ¼ 50. Note that we will also vary T and k
respectively to study their impact on the running time and the

performance of our algorithm. Unless we state explicitly, we

consider the most computationally challenging case where all

users are available to the requester, i.e., U0 ¼ U. We also study

the case where only a subset of users are available to the

requester.

Metrics & baselines. We use DuuðMÞ, the improvement in

visibility as the evaluation metric. Note that the “error” of the

AdaExp algorithm arises from two parts. One is from the

adaptive expansion and the other one is from the query oracle.

Thus, we compare our algorithm with the following baselines.

(1) Brute-force: selects the optimal set of new incoming

neighbors via exhaustive search. (2) AdaExpExact: is a variant

of AdaExp algorithm, where a perfect query oracle (i.e., � ¼ 0
in Definition 7) is given. (3) Cen-InDeg: selects m candidates

with the largest in-degree centrality [7]. (4) Cen-Betwn:

selects m candidates with the largest betweenness central-

ity [8]. (5) Cen-PageRank: selects m candidates with the larg-

est PageRank score [9]. Although the social visibility

maximization problem has certain connections to link predic-

tion problem, influence maximization problem and friend rec-

ommendation problem, we do not compare with algorithms of

these problems due to the following reasons. First, algorithms

for these problems do not provide anonymity guarantee, while

our algorithm does. Second, the objectives of link prediction

problem and friend recommendation problem are not to maxi-

mize a user’s visibility, and the influence maximization prob-

lem considers influence diffusion models which are different

from our social visibility model. One can refer to Section VII

for more details on the differences. Furthermore, to the best of

our knowledge, we are the first to study the visibility maximi-

zation problem with anonymity guarantees in OSNs. Thus,

comparing to the above five baselines is sufficient.

B. The Impact of Adaptive Expansion

We aim to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the

adaptive expansion method developed in the AdaExp algorithm.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF FOUR DATASETS AND THE ASSOCIATED

DEFAULT PARAMETERS
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To eliminate the potential bias caused by the query oracle, we

focus on AdaExpExact. We compare AdaExpExact with Brute-

force and three simple baseline methods, i.e., Cen-InDeg, Cen-

Betwn and Cen-PageRank. Through this, we also show the prob-

lem is non-trivial even without the anonymity guarantee. Note

that the brute-force method we use to get the optimal solution

comes with a high computational cost, so one can only apply it

to relatively small datasets and with relatively small quota m.

Fig. 5 shows that AdaExpExact achieves nearly the same visibil-

ity improvement as the brute-force method for all the datasets

and for all values ofmwe tried. This implies that the error arises

from the “adaptive” part of AdaExp is very small. In addition,

AdaExpExact significantly outperforms Cen-InDeg, Cen-Betwn

and Cen-PageRank. This implies that our algorithm is non-triv-

ial even there is no requirement to guarantee anonymity.

C. The Impact of Anonymity Guarantee

We aim to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the

proposed query oracle. Recall that the proposed query oracle

(i.e., Algorithm 4) has two key parameters: the sampling bud-

get T and the size of KMV sketch k. Note that the new incom-

ing neighbor quota m also influences the performance of

AdaExp. In the following, we study their impact respectively.

We also compare AdaExp with centrality-based heuristic

methods, i.e., Cen-InDeg, Cen-Betwn and Cen-PageRank. In

this subsection, for brevity, we only present the result on two

largest datasets in Table I, i.e., Facebook and DBLP. Note that

we have similar results on the other two smaller datasets.

Impact of sampling budget T . We set the size of the KMV

sketch as k ¼ 50 and we will study the impact of k in the next

experiment. We consider two different selections of the quota

on the new incoming neighbor, i.e.,m ¼ 5 andm ¼ 10, respec-
tively. Fig. 6 shows visibility improvement DuuðMÞ achieved by
AdaExp, AdaExpExact and three simple baseline methods on

datasets DBLP and Facebook. Note that the number of the nodes

in dataset DBLP is U ¼ 10 000, we thus vary the sampling bud-

get T from U to 8 U with step 0:5 U . Fig. 6(a) shows that as the

sampling budget T increases, AdaExp achieves a larger visibil-

ity improvement. When the sampling budget is around 3 U ,

AdaExp achieves a visibility improvement very close to AdaEx-

pExact. AdaExp almost always outperforms heuristic methods

unless the sampling budgetT is very small. Thus, each candidate

will be sampled around 3 times on average. This implies that

AdaExp can utilize the sample budget efficiently. Fig. 6(b) fur-

ther validates this observation when we vary the new incoming

neighbor quota from 5 to 10. However, AdaExp achieves a visi-

bility improvement very close to AdaExpExact when the sam-

pling budget is around 4 U , which is slightly larger thanm ¼ 5.
This is probably because the algorithm performs better when the

quotam is smaller and less sampling budget is needed to achieve

a certain accuracy. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the results on dataset

Facebook. For bothm ¼ 5 andm ¼ 10, as the sampling budget

increases from 1:5 U to 8 U ,the visibility improvement goes up

mildly. The sampling budget T has a smaller impact on dataset

Facebook than dataset DBLP. Furthermore, AdaExp outper-

forms centrality-based heuristic method when T 
 1:5 U .

Impact of sketch size k. Now, we fix the sampling budget

T ¼ 4 U . We also consider m ¼ 5 and m ¼ 10, respectively.
We vary the sketch size k from 10 to 100 with step 10 to study

its impact on the performance of AdaExp. Fig. 7 shows the

visibility improvement achieved by AdaExp, AdaExpExact

and heuristic methods based on dataset DBLP and dataset

Facebook. Fig. 7(a) shows that as the sketch size k increases,

AdaExp achieves a larger improvement in the visible set.

When the sketch size is around 50, AdaExp achieves an visi-

bility improvement close to AdaExpExact. This is important

because it implies that AdaExp only requires a small sketch

size to generate a good estimation. Namely, the computational

cost of the trusted server and queried users is small. AdaExp

almost always outperforms heuristic methods unless the size of

KMV sketch k is very small, indicating that small sketch size

Fig. 5. Comparing AdaExpExact with brute-force method and heuristic
methods in terms of visibility improvement.

Fig. 6. The impact of T on visibility improvement of AdaExp (k ¼ 50).
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can cause inaccurate estimation. Fig. 7(b) further validates this

observation when we vary m from 5 to 10. Fig. 7(c) and (d)

show the results on dataset Facebook. Fig. 7(c) shows that as the

sketch size k increases, AdaExp achieves a larger improvement

in the visible set. Compared to dataset DBLP, dataset Facebook

requires larger sketch size to achieve a visibility improvement

close to AdaExpExact Fig. 7(d) further validates this observa-

tion when we varym from 5 to 10.

Impact of the quota on the new incoming neighbor m. Now,

we fix the sketch size k ¼ 50 and consider two different selec-

tions of sampling budget T , i.e., T ¼ 4 U and T ¼ 8 U respec-

tively. Fig. 8 shows the visibility improvement achieved by

AdaExp, AdaExpExact and heuristic methods with different

quotam on the datasets DBLP and Facebook. We vary the quota

m on the new incoming neighbor from 1 to 10 to study its impact

on the performance of AdaExp. Fig. 8(a) shows that as the new

incoming neighbor quota m increases, the visibility improve-

ment achieved by all these three methods on dataset DBLPwhen

sketch size k ¼ 50 the sampling budget T ¼ 4 U . Besides, there

is a diminishing increase as m increases. Also, one can observe

that AdaExp and AdaExpExact always achieve a better result

than heuristic method. Furthermore, AdaExp achieves a similar

visibility improvement as AdaExpExact, but the gap between

them increases as new incoming neighbor quota m increases.

Fig. 8(b) shows the result of dataset DBLP when we vary the

sampling budget from T ¼ 4 U to T ¼ 8 U . The difference

between AdaExpExact and AdaExp is slightly smaller. These

imply that AdaExp has a high accuracy under different new

incoming neighbor quota m, especially when m is small. Fig. 8

(c) and (d) show a similar result on dataset Facebook.

Impact of available users. In this subsection, we explore the

visibility improvement achieved under different settings of

available users. We consider that only ten percent of users are

available and evaluate AdaExp under 10 settings of available

users: ranked top 10% by visibility, ranked 10%-20% by visi-

bility, ..., ranked in 80%-90% by visibility, ranked in bottom

10% by visibility. Intuitively, one can guess that for the same

requester, the setting where available users are from top-

ranked users can achieve larger visibility improvement than

the setting where available users are from bottom-ranked

users. However, it is not obvious how much the difference

would be. We study the visibility improvement achieved by

AdaExpExact and AdaExp on the datasets DBLP and Face-

book under 10 different settings stated as above. The parame-

ters of networks we used are still the same as Table I. When

we experiment on AdaExp, we set the sampling budget as T ¼
0:4 U (since the number of choice is 0:1 U now) and the

sketch size k ¼ 50. We consider two different selection of the

quota, m ¼ 5 and m ¼ 10. Fig. 9 shows the visibility

improvement achieved by AdaExp and AdaExpExact on these

two datasets under different settings of available users. Fig. 9

(a) and (b) show that for both m ¼ 5 and m ¼ 10, the visibil-
ity improvement achieved by AdaExp and AdaExpExact

decrease as available users’ visibility ranking get lower, and

there is a sharp decrease when available users degrade from

top 10% to 10%-20%. Besides, from Fig. 9(b), one can

observe that heuristic methods can achieve a larger visibility

improvement than AdaExp when the available users are top

10% and m ¼ 10. Furthermore, except for the setting of top

10%, AdaExp almost achieves the same visibility improve-

ment as AdaExpExact, indicating a high accuracy of AdaExp

when available users are not top-ranked by visibility. Fig. 9(c)

and (d) show a similar result on dataset Facebook.

D. Running Time Analysis

To understand the scalability of our method, we study the

impact of U; T;m and k on the running time respectively.

The running time is evaluated on a single MacBook PC with

an Apple M1 Pro processor and 16 GB of memory. We ran-

domly select 0:2 U users from U as available users. To study

the impact of network size U on the running time, we experi-

ment on three relatively large datasets DBLP, GitHub and Epi-

nions. For all these three datasets, we set k ¼ 50, T ¼ 4 U and

Fig. 7. The impact of k on the visibility improvement of AdaExp (T¼4 U). Fig. 8. The impact ofm on the visibility improvement of AdaExp (k ¼ 50).
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m ¼ 5. Fig. 10(a) shows that the running time is almost linear

with the network size U . This shows that our algorithm is scale

in network size. Fig. 10(b) shows the impact of quotam on the

running time on dataset DBLP, where we set T ¼ 4 U , k ¼ 50
and varym among 1; 2; 3; 4and5. The results show that the run-

ning time is almost linear tom, which indicates our algorithm is

scale in the quota m. Note that the observed relationship

betweenm and running time is more satisfactory than the qua-

dratic relationship stated in Lemma 6. This is because Lemma 6

states the time complexity in the worst case, and in practice the

average cardinality of queried sets decreases largely as m
increases. Fig. 10(c) shows the impact of sampling budget T on

the running time on dataset DBLP, where we set k ¼ 50, m ¼
5 and very T among 1 U; 2 U; 3 Uand4 U . We can observe

that the running time is linear to T . This shows that our algo-
rithm is scale in the sample size. Fig. 10(d) shows the impact of

sketch size k on the running time on dataset DBLP, where we

set T ¼ 4 U , m ¼ 5 and very k among 30; 50and70. We can

see that the running time increases slightly as k increases.

Thus, it is efficient to improve the accuracy by increasing the

sketch size with small increase of time cost. These results about

running times also verify the time complexity analysis.

VI. APPLICATION OF OUR FRAMEWORK

In this section, we apply our framework to two real-world

applications (Epinions and DBLP). We aim to answer which

users in Epinions or DBLP would have significant improve-

ment on their social visibility by adding only a few new

incoming neighbors. We study two settings, (1) the setting

that all users in the network are available users who are willing

to be a new incoming neighbor of the requester and, (2) the

setting that only a subset of the users are available users.

A. Application to Epinions

Epinions.com is a consumer review site where users can write

reviews for products. Each user of the site can decide whether to

“trust” other users by reading their reviews, checking out their

profile pages or evaluating their Webs of Trust. Such “Web of

Trust” helps the Epinions.com system to predict how helpful

and believable a review will be to a user so that she can find

what she is looking for easily. Also, Epinions.com system

rewards the users with high trust. Thus, we consider the problem

of providing consulting services to the users in Epinions.com

who want to increase their social visibility. In particular, we aim

to find those users who would get significant improvement in

their social visibility by adding only a few new incoming neigh-

bors (i.e., newly getting “trusted” by some users) since they are

very likely to become the customers of such consulting services.

We consider a public data set from Epinion [4]. Nodes cor-

respond to users and edges correspond to the trust relationship

between users. Each user of the site can decide whether to

“trust” other users. The Epinions OSN can be modeled as a

directed unweighted graph with 75 879 nodes and 508 837

edges, For example, a directed edge from user a to b represents
a trusting b. Since the Epinions OSN is unweighted, we set the

visibility distance associated with all the edges as 1. and the

visible threshold as t ¼ 2.
For each user, we compute her t-visibility and rank all the

users based on the their t-visibility in descending order. We

select users with different level of t-visibility to play the role of a

requester r. For each of these users, we apply the AdaExp algo-

rithm to generate the approximate optimal setMAdaExp under dif-

ferent new incoming neighbor quota m and different sets U0 of
available users, respectively. We vary m from 1 to 3. Also, we

use two different settings of available users U0. One is U0 ¼ U,
where all users in the OSN are available users, i.e., willing

to include r into their trust list when requested by r. This can hap-
pened when sufficient incentives are given. The second one

is U0 ¼ fv 2 Uj in� degree of v ranked in the bottom50%g,
where available users are those whose in-degree is ranked in the

bottom 50% in the OSN. In fact, this setting is realistic in real

world since influential users with large in-degree are usually

less willing to establish connection and become an incoming

Fig. 9. The impact of available users settings on the visibility improvement
of AdaExp. Fig. 10. The impact of U;m; T and k on the running time.
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neighbor of the requester, e.g., in the Twitter OSN, it is unusual

for a Hollywood superstar to follow a requester who is just a

nobody only because the requester requests him to do so.

To better quantify the effect of improvement, we define vis-

ibility improvement ratio as the ratio between the visibility

improvement of requester r’s t-visibility and r’s original

t-visibility, i.e.,

VibImpRat ,
DuuðMAdaExpÞ
Vðr; tÞ :

Fig. 11 shows the log of improvement ratio. Fig. 11(a) shows

that when U0 ¼ U, for the user with the largest t-visibility, add-
ing incoming neighbors only expands her t-visible set margin-

ally. For the users whose t-visibility ranks behind 10%, adding

incoming neighbors significantly increases the size of their visi-

ble set. Fig. 11(b) shows that when users whose in-degree is

ranked in the bottom 50% are available, the visibility improve-

ment reduces compared with Fig. 11(a). For users whose origi-

nal visible set has a median size (i.e., its size ranked around

50%), adding three incoming neighbor can increase her visibility

by around e0:4 � 1  50%. This still implies a significant

improvement on the visibility for users with a median size visi-

ble set. Again, the improvement ratio of the social visibility

decreases in user’s original visibility. In summary, for users

whose original visible set is small, adding a few incoming neigh-

bors can significantly improve their visibility. For users whose

visibility is high, adding a few incoming neighbors can improve

their visibility significantly only when users with a large in-

degree are available.

B. Application to DBLP

We also consider the problem of providing consulting ser-

vice to scholars in DBLP (introduced in Section V) to make

their work more influential. We aim to answer which users in

DBLP would have significant improvement in their visibility

(i.e., the impact of scholars’ researching work) by adding some

new neighbors (i.e., establish academic cooperation with new

partners), which ones would only have small increase.

We use the same modeling and parameter setting for DBLP

in Section V. First, we compute her original t-visible set for

each user with the parameters t ¼ 0:7 and rank them by the

size of 0.7-visible set in descending order. Then we do the

same as we do for Epinions, and the results of DBLP are shown

in Fig. 12. When U0 ¼ U, Fig. 12(a) shows a similar observa-

tion to the Epinions: for users who do not have a very large

original t-visibility, our framework can achieve a significant

improvement. Fig. 12(b) shows that in DBLP, when the selec-

tion of new incoming neighbors are restricted to available

users U0 ¼ fv 2 Uj in� degreeofvrankedinthebottom50%g,
the reduce of visibility improvement is relatively small com-

pared with Epinions. Namely, for DBLP adding a small number

of incoming neighbors can improve a user’s social visibility

significantly, unless her original social visibility is very high.

VII. RELATED WORK

Application perspective. From an application perspective,

our work is related to friendship recommendation [10]–[13],

link prediction [14]–[16] and influence maximization [1], [17],

[18]. Friendship recommendation [10]–[13] aim to building

new connections (e.g., friendship, follower relationship and so

on). The friendship recommendation framework suggests new

connections based on some similarity metrics, with the assump-

tion that users may want to be friends with users who have simi-

lar interest, etc. Different from the friendship recommendation

framework, our framework is about adding incoming neighbors

to a user to maximize her social visibility, where similarity met-

rics do not work. Link prediction [14]–[16] aims to predict

future (or missing) links among users based on currently

observed connections. This is usually achieved by inferring the

link formation process. Different from link prediction, our

social visibility maximization framework adds links but the

added links aims to maximize the social visibility which may

not be predicted by the link formation process). Also, our

framework provides anonymity guarantee, while the link pre-

diction does not. Influence Maximization (IM) [1], [17], [18]

aims to find a small subset of nodes (seed nodes) in a social net-

work that could maximize the spread of information. The influ-

ence maximization framework provides a “viral marketing”-

like alternative to improve one’s influence via information

propagation. Our framework has three main differences from

the IM framework: (1) our work is built on a social visibility

model, which is different from the influence diffusion model;

(2) our objective function is different from that of the IM prob-

lem; and (3) our work provides anonymity guarantee.

Methodology perspective. Our framework maximizes social

visibility with anonymity guarantee via a novel combination of

adaptive expansion strategy, the KMV sketch and the MAB

algorithm. The KMV sketch technique has been widely used to

estimate the cardinality of record size [19], [20]. Cohen et al.

Fig. 11. VibImpRat of requesters from different tiers in Epinions. Fig. 12. VibImpRat of requesters from different tiers in DBLP.
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[21] introduce a new estimator for the size of sets intersection

based on the MinHash sketch technique. A general unbiased

estimation over a sequence of set operations is proposed in [2].

Using KMV sketch, we develop a framework based on a trusted

server to conduct anonymity preserving queries whose out-

comes are KMV sketches, and prove the unbiasedness of the

samples (generated by query outcomes). Multi-armed bandit

(MAB) framework in best arm identification version [3] con-

cerns the problem of estimating the armwith the highest reward

from a set of arms. Each round one arm is pulled and a noise

sample on the associated reward will be revealed. We develop

a framework to estimate the best new incoming neighbor with

anonymity guarantee, and we apply techniques in the MAB

problems [3] to prove theoretical guarantees on our estimation

framework. We incorporate this estimation framework into our

adaptive expansion algorithm, and prove how the estimation

accuracy influences the solution quality.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a framework to maximize social visibil-

ity with anonymity guarantee. We develop a mathematical

model to quantify social visibility and formulate the social visi-

bility maximization (VisMAX-A) problem. Then we prove that

this problem is NP-hard. And based on a query oracle, we

develop a computationally efficient algorithm AdaExp to

address the VisMAX-A problem with an approximation ratio

slightly lower than ð1� 1=eÞ. By a novel combination of the

KMV sketch technique and MAB online learning method, we

propose a query oracle to efficiently estimate the best candidate

in each iteration of AdaExp, while satisfying the query ano-

nymity requirement. Finally, we conduct experiments on real-

world social network datasets to validate the effectiveness and

applicability of our framework.
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